



Synopsis : Almost half of Poe’s tales are categorized as comedy and
satire. Although most of Poe’s topical allusions and satirical intentions
in them seem to be lost to today’s audience, some of those exaggerated
and often absurd tales never stop haunting us. This paper examines
how the funny and comical in those tales share uncanniness with the
tales of fear and terror, and explores the possible link between the
seemingly opposite genres. The tales examined are ones which deal
with undead characters who survive eye-gouging, mutilation, hanging
and beheading??Loss of Breath,??A Predicament?and?The Man that
? ?was Used Up.?Applying Alenka Zupancic’s argument on comedy, we
conclude that while something excessive and inhuman in comical
characters fascinates us and gives us joy and pleasure, the same excess
and inhumanness could be the cause of fear and the uncanny.
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?But here,?said I ??here?? and I dragged spitefully from its
receptacle a gaunt, tall, and peculiar-looking form, whose
remarkable appearance struck me with a sense of unwelcome
familiarity ? ? here is a wretch entitled to no earthly
commiseration.??I: 71; underline added?
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I heard my heart beating with violence ? the veins in my hands
and wrists swelled nearly to bursting ? my temples throbbed
tempestuously ? and I felt that my eyes were starting from their
sockets. Yet when I say that in spite of all this my sensations were




Memory, which, of all other faculties, should have first taken its
departure, seemed on the contrary to have been endowed with
quadrupled power. Each incident of my past life flitted before me
like a shadow. There was not a brick in the building where I was
born ? not a dog-leaf in the primer I had thumbed over when a
child ? not a tree in the forest where I hunted when a boy ? not a
street in the cities I had traversed when a man ? that I did not at
that time most palpably behold. I could repeat to myself entire
lines, passages, names, acts, chapters, books, from the studies of my
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?How to Write a Blackwood Article????????A Predicament?
??????????????? Blackwood ?????????????
??? ? ? ???
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?? Psyche Zenobia ????????????????????????
???????????
What madness now possessed me? Why did I rush upon my fate? I
was seized with an uncontrollable desire to ascend the giddy
pinnacle and thence survey the immense extent of the city. The
door of the cathedral stood invitingly open. My destiny prevailed.








I thought the staircases would never have an end. Round! Yes, they
went round and up, and round and up, and round and up, until I
could not help surmising, with the sagacious Pompey, upon whose
supporting arm I leaned in all the confidence of early affection ? I
????????? ???
could not help surmising that the upper end of the continuous
spiral ladder had been accidentally, or perhaps designedly,
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. . . I could not bring myself to believe that the remarkable
something to which I alluded just now, ? that the odd air of je ne
sais quoi which hung about my new acquaintance, ? lay
altogether, or indeed at all, in the supreme excellence of his bodily
endowments. Perhaps it might be traced to the manner ; ? yet here
again I could not pretend to be positive. There was a primness, not
to say stiffness, in his carriage ? a degree of measured, and, if I
may so express it, of rectangular precision, attending his every







??????the nondescript???I: 387??????the thing???????
??????????????????????????
?Strange, you shouldn’t know me though, isn’t it??presently re-
squeaked the nondescript, which I now perceived was performing,
upon the floor, some inexplicable evolution, very analogous to the
drawing on of a stocking.?I: 387; underline added?
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of Time???????????????????Loss of Breath??????
??????I am out of breath.??I have lost my breath.????????
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???????????????????????????????O yes,
by-the-by, my eye ? here, Pompey, you scamp, screw it in!???????
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